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Modeling Collaboration between Autistic Players using a Gesture-Based Video Game

We extended a two-player research game that is designed to study the collaborative and emotion recognition

abilities of players on the autism spectrum. Players view animations before each scene and assemble a puzzle by

using gestures to select the appropriate emotion of the protagonist. We expected that when an expert player

models behavior, a novice player will learn game mechanics and will communicate more as the game progresses.

Each testing session consisted of five levels. During the first three levels, the modeler exaggerated all the

movements and initiated a discussion about the appropriate emotion of the main character. After the first three

levels until the end of the game session, the modeler stopped exaggerating movements and didn't initiate a

conversation to see if the novice player will proceed by themselves and initiate conversation. We conducted a

series of tests with 14 typically developing players and 7 players on the autism spectrum. 6 out of 14 of the

typically developing participants and 5 out of 7 of the participants on the autism spectrum stated that expert

peer modeling improved their understanding of gameplay and helped them to communicate and collaborate

more. After analyzing video sessions, we concluded that 8 out of 14 of the typically developing participants and

6 out of 7 of the participants on the autism spectrum adopted the modeled behavior and initiated conversations

later in the game.

ABSTRACTBACKGROUND

• Autistic people face challenges collaborating with others (Harms et al.,

2010).

• They can often communicate more effectively using computers than

they can in-person (Gillespie-Lynch et al., 2014).

• Computer-mediated intervention can be more motivating for

autistic people than in-person intervention (Moore & Calvert,2000).

• Immersive computer-mediated interventions are more effective at

promoting generalizable social skills than less dynamic interventions

(Gillespie-Lynch et al., 2015).

• A truly collaborative computer-mediated task that provided

scaffolded opportunities to engage was associated with

heightened engagement among non-speaking autistic children (Holt et

al., 2013).

Participatory design with autistic college students was effective in

developing a hybrid two-player Kinect game to encourage complex

emotion recognition (ER) and collaboration between autistic players

and their peers. The game has 2 phases – first, the players

independently assemble a digital puzzle. Then players communicate

in-person to agree on the appropriate emotion for the context.

Preliminary observations show that modeling of game play by peers

with stronger social skills is effective in improving ER and collaboration.

The participatory process led to several design changes including

adding a pause before phase 2 which increased player collaboration

(Sturm et al., 2019).
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DATA COLLECTION

PEER MODELING

All Results stored in a text file during each session

GAME DESIGN

• The game was developed by an interdisciplinary team using the Unity 

engine with scripts written in C#. 

• The platform is a Windows PC with the Kinect gesture-based user 

control system. 

• Video tutorial helps participants learn how to play.

• Two players work together to assemble emotionally-themed puzzles in 

a shared space.

• Then 3 options for emotions appear; players must agree upon the 

emotion that is consistent with the background context. 

• Once both players agree, the appropriate emotion falls into place and 

game proceed to the next level.

• Once all levels are complete, players get reward in form of mini-game 

where they can build a dragon

• Autistic college students have been involved in the game design and 

evaluation.

During the last test sessions we had an experienced player (modeler) and a novice player playing together. We

assumed that a novice player would learn how to play the game by watching the experience player. The

experienced player is supposed to be clear in his actions so a novice player will recognize the dependency

between the modeler’s actions and the events on the game screen. Another objective is to initiate conversation

during the collaborative part of the level. To enforce collaboration we added a question mark where the face

should be and removed the cursors from the screen.

Modeler (on the left) drags the object Game play - middle of independent phase

Modeler initiates a discussion about what’s happening on the screen and which emotion to select

• We video-coded and hand-coded 21 sessions with two players.

• 14 players were typically developing.

• 7 players were on the autism spectrum.

• Typical sessions are 15 minutes.

• Each session was coded by a rater.

• For each session one of the players was a modeler.

• In the first few levels, the modeler initiated conversations and used 

exaggerated gestures.

• Later in the game, the modeler stopped initiating engagement and 

stopped using exaggerated gestures to see if the player were going 

to do well in the game and initiate conversation. 

• Results:

• A few players suggested that it would be helpful if the modeler could 

be more consistent in his behavior (create a script).

Players agree on their choice

• Add voice recognition to consider other forms of engagement.

• Add Improved face recognition.

• Add data metric for all types of engagement tracking.

• Create a script and instructions for modelers.
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Behavioral Analysis

Adopted the Modeled Behavior

Didn't Adopt the Modeled Behavior

42.86%

57.14% 71.43%

28.57%

57.14%

42.86% 85.71%

14.28%

In previous work, researchers hand-coded videos to record players

choices. In this study we added an automatic method to record every

choice made by each player.


